SUSTAINING PARTNER ARC SERVICES AVAILABLE

Any Businesses looking for support services as they navigate a changing workflow (scanning services, construction prints, Health Wellness Posters, CDC Safety Signage, Working from Home Pop Banners, CAD conversion, any document related needs). Please note that ARC is running a small production crew following CDC Guidelines and remains available to safely assist. We can pick-up and deliver to homes or offices to keep your critical projects moving. Here are some business sectors that are reaching out to us for assistance:
All Construction, Healthcare, Municipalities, Agriculture, Supermarkets, Restaurants, Manufacturing, Facility Professionals, Gov Agencies.

For emailing orders: vannuys@e-arc.com
ARC’s land line is 818-908-0222.
15019 Califa St
Van Nuys, Ca 91411
Manager: Danny Meza
They can pick up and deliver to anyone working from home or office.

Key contacts:
Document Solutions Consultant: Bobby Rush 818-257-1804 bobby.rush@e-arc.com
Clider Martinez / General Manager – ARC Southern California ARC: M (213) 321-1991 clider.martinez@e-arc.com

Orders can also be placed through our website: https://www.ishipdocs.com/FileTransfer/PrintFiles.aspx